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Jay Powell, Chair of the US Federal Reserve was bullish about US growth in his speech at the beginning of the 

month, reinforcing the trajectory of US rates and the dollar and pushing interest rates higher. His comments 

have been reinforced by strong economic data. The Italian budget deficit was set at 2.4% of GDP in 2019, the 

new government making good on their spending promises and setting in train a confrontation with the ECB 

who promptly rejected the proposal. Italian bond yields have risen – not yet to levels at which the proposals 

would make debt levels unsustainable but moving in the wrong direction.  The ECB meeting this month 

highlighted the de-coupling of global economic growth since the beginning of the year noting weaker 

momentum although the leading indicators remain in expansion territory. In China, the economic numbers 

continue to point to slowing, and in some areas, falling growth. The stock market has been anticipating this for 

some time. Oil prices have fallen back but the lags in the system have yet to see this reflected in prices at the 

pump. 

 

As the Chancellor mentioned Brexit only once in his Budget Statement, we shall follow suit. Disagreements 

over the proposed customs union raged both within the Cabinet and without but in the end the party got 

behind their Prime Minister and another crisis was avoided. Until next time. At the Tory Party conference at 

the beginning of the month Theresa May promised the end to austerity. With the new budget we now have a 

clearer idea of what that means and why. The Office for Budget Responsibility has revised up its growth 

figures for 2019 by 0.3% and produced the “magic money tree” that has been lacking to date. And the end of 

austerity appears to equate to zero growth in real spending as opposed to cuts. However, there will be 

winners and losers and some departments will continue to have cuts in real terms. Highlights include: 

▪ Personal allowance raised to £12,500 from £11,850 in April 2019 

▪ Higher rate threshold raised to £50,000 from £46,350 

▪ Capital gains tax relief on lettings limited to properties where the owner is in shared occupancy with 

the tenant. 

▪ No-deal planning spend increased to £2bn (an emergency budget would be given in the event of no 

deal) 

 

This has been a bruising month for equity markets with all the main indices down. For several we have seen 

“correction” territory – technical speak for a fall of 10%, although a month end rally has tempered the losses. 

None of the reasons attributed to the move were new – US interest rate rises, US/Sino trade wars, Chinese 

growth slowdown. But whereas before markets had been happy to ignore the growing warning signs, the 

sustained rise in the US 10year bond yield above 3.2% has led to a re-pricing of risk assets. Companies are 

sounding more cautious about growth and this is an equity market that has risen on a growth bonanza so this 

note of caution has weighed on sentiment. There are no signs yet of any significant problems in the US 

economy but stock markets are the closest thing we have to a crystal ball – they tend to look about 18 

months ahead. Coming from and unloved and oversold position the UK has performed better than the global 

average but it has still not escaped the storm.  
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After a period of consultation, the FCA has published its policy statement regarding advice given on the 

transfer of defined benefit pensions. There is much small print but the recognition that advice should take into 

account the impact of the loss of any safeguarded benefits is a big step forward, particularly the attitude of the 

client to the certainty of income in retirement and their attitude to either managing investments themselves 

or paying for advice. This is the clause that we think will help prevent some of the scandalous behaviour in this 

market and we welcome it.   

 

We think this popular way to purchase a new car is storing up issues of affordability for new car owners as they 

come to the end of their contract. We expect they will come under increasing scrutiny from the FCA. The 

attraction of “deposit contributions” if you take out vendor finance when buying a new car is tempting. The 

premise is that the you borrow an amount that reflects the finance company’s estimated value of the car at the 

end of the loan period. However, if you want to own the car at the end, you are subject to a “balloon” payments 

based on the manufacturer’s estimated value. If the market value of the car falls below this estimated value, the 

purchaser will have to pay an inflated sum if they wish to keep the car. A sort of negative equity in the car 

market. In addition, terms of the deals are often complicated and the purchaser will have paid an APR which is 

higher than an unsecured loan from a typical High Street Bank. A simple High Street loan does the trick, is 

cheaper and has none of these complications.

 

 

 

 

“Only when the tide goes out do you discover who has been swimming naked". Warren Buffet.  

 

FTSE 100 >7,128| DOW > 25,115.76| HANG SENG >24,416| GOLD > $1,218.25 | £1= $1.29 | £1 = €1.13 

Please note: these are the views of McLaren Capital Ltd and in no way represent any form of advice or promotion. Please do not act on any 
component of this email unless you have taken advice from us or your Financial Adviser. Please also remember that investments can go down as 

well as up. You are receiving this email because you have opted in to our mailing list. You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking here. 
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This email and any attachments are sent without liability on the part 
of the writer or McLaren Capital Ltd. McLaren Capital Ltd does not 

accept any legal liability for the content and attachments of this email. 

McLaren Capital Ltd gives no warranty as to the security, accuracy or 
completeness of this email, together with any attachments after it is sent 
nor do they accept responsibility for any errors or omissions in 

the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail 
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